
drawer solutions

product catalog

ordering procedures and options
Your order represents that of your customer’s.  It is very important that we receive a well-written 
order form so that we can prevent any errors.

faxed or internet orders
Faxed or internet orders are preferred so that verbal errors may be avoided.  Visit our website at 
www.ccfdrawers.com and click the quick quote link to order online.  Always double-check your 
confirmation fax for any errors that may have occurred.

order confirmations
This step is a very important one.  The purpose is to make sure that we have read your order 
correctly.  Carefully review the confirmation of your order when you receive it. If you detect a 
problem, please call to correct any errors.  Production will not start until we receive a fax from you 
with your signature.

manufacturing lead time
Lead times vary depending on the type of material you choose to use, unless otherwise noted.

• Any plywood or melamine is in a 5 working day period.
• All solid woods are in a 10-12 working day period.

changes/cancellations
Changes or cancellations can be made within 24 hours of receiving your order confirmation.  After 
24 hours, an additional charge will be added.  Cost to be determined at the time of change.

shipping methods
All shipments are FOB shipped via the best way.  If special routing is
desired, the customer must indicate this request when placing the order.

• Common Carriers

• FedEx Ground

4716 Rt. 66 Apollo, PA 15613
phone: 724.727.2045

800-581-3683 www.ccfdrawers.com

general information



bed & bath
The bedroom and the 
bathroom are your private
sanctuaries, not only do they
need to be beautiful they
also need to be functional,
that is why we use only
dovetail drawers in all our
bedrooms and bathrooms.
Your assurance that the
beauty and durability are
there to stay for generations.

solutions

closet solutions
Imagine having a closet that is
not only well organized but is
the ultimate indulgement. Every
morning can begin with the
gratification of a well-appointed
customized closet that includes
durable wooden dovetail 
drawers known for their natural
strength, good looks and 
practicality, so that you may
enjoy them for many years 
to come.

side scoop drawer
Standard scoops are an “S” shape from
the front to back with custom scoops
available (also available in a front scoop)

Lip
Nice option to conceal sidemount 
slide on pull-outspant rack

The pant rack can keep your wardrobe
looking clean, pressed and professional.

sock and tie
The sock and tie drawer will keep you
organized and out the door on time. 

welcome
Many companies today are recognizing the fact that outsourcing is becoming more beneficial to
their production process.  As manufacturing and personnel costs continually rise, the benefits of
outsourcing become clear as what was once a variable cost becomes a fixed cost to your
production.  Why staff an entire division, and worry about costs, equipment and overhead when
a phone call to CCF can complete your custom furniture and cabinetry quickly, easily, and
cost-effectively.

CCF was started in 1982 as a custom furniture shop building one of a kind units to commercial 
production pieces.  In 1996, we switched our focus to manufacturing custom quality drawers.  
It is because of the experience in custom furniture building that CCF knows exactly what our 
customers are looking for.  In 2003, CCF Industries moved from Verona to a new, larger facility
in Apollo, Pa.  In 2014, we experienced a catastrophic fire which resulted in a total loss of the
Apollo facility. After a 16 month rebuild in the same location, we have expanded to fulfill our
customers growing needs.

Your order is the core of our business, and it is our mission to keep you satisfied.  Your drawer
order isn’t part of our business, it is our business!

Customer service is our number one priority, and customer satisfaction is our number one goal.
No matter what size, your order will receive our utmost attention to quality craftsmanship.  We
guarantee it!

Ken Clifton
President
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u-shaped drawer
No more wasted space under the sink!
The u-shaped drawer utilizes that difficult
space around the pipes and brings your
bathroom needs into reach.

closet solutions
Imagine having a closet that is
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Nice option to conceal sidemount 
slide on pull-outspant rack

The pant rack can keep your wardrobe
looking clean, pressed and professional.

sock and tie
The sock and tie drawer will keep you
organized and out the door on time. 

docking drawer
Equip any drawer into a hidden charging
station for up to four mobile devices.
Reduce clutter and misplacing of 
chargers and or cords by keeping them
out of sight. 



office

Your workspace is a reflection of you professionally and
personally. When your cabinets are designed for your space
they are designed with you in mind. Your workspace should
not only be beautiful it should be functional, that is why we
use only dovetail drawers on all our projects, giving you the
assurance that your drawers won’t mind working overtime.

file drawer
Letter/legal with hanging file bar
1” aluminum bar available. 

solutions

pencil drawer
Keep all your pens, pencils and 
office supplies at your fingertips.

Made with the aficionado in mind
this attractive drawer is lined with
Spanish Cedar.

humi-drawerTM

“Why do I use drawers from CCF?
Because for ten years now, they
have delivered on or before the
date requested, their quality and
pricing is just what I’m looking for,
and I get my quotes back in about
an hour.”

Bill Clasper
Allegheny Millwork

Pittsburgh, PA

drawer materials and engraving

baltic birch

Laser engraving not only
personalizes your drawers
but it also enhances the
natural beauty of the wood.
Our hands-on craftsmen
give each drawer the finish
you expect and the quality
you demand. 

Whatever your budget our drawers stand the test of time

maple
soft maple

rift white
oak

walnut walnut 
minimal sap

mahogany cedar poplar

ash

black almondwhite

baltic
birch

white oak red oak cherry cherry
minimal sap

grade 1
soft maple

grade 3
soft maple

hard maple beech

solid woods

plywoods

melamines

Top
Selling

Hardwood

Top
Selling

Plywood

Top
Selling

Ultrafoil
MDF Core

melamine

New
Product

dowel & bore

curved & angled drawers
Whether your cabinets are square,
curved or angled, we can build the
drawers to fit your needs!



wine
A fine vintage wine, deserves a 
vintage drawer. The dovetail wine
drawer is the classic choice.

corner
The corner drawer will amaze. 
It’s uniquely designed to maximize
storage space and increase usability.

spice and knife
Store your finest cutlery while 
spicing things up in the kitchen with 
the dovetail spice and knife drawer.

side and front scoop
Standard scoops come in an “S” shape
from front to back with custom front
scoops available with or without side
lip. Also works well for the office.

can goods & spice rack
Small, short or tall...the dovetailed
adjustable can goods or spice rack can
accommodate all your storage needs.

pegboard drawer

kitchen solutions

The kitchen is the hub of every home, your cabinets are built
with that in mind, so that your dream kitchen is not only
aesthetically pleasing to you, but also functions to fit every 
individuals needs. Dovetail drawers are a big part of keeping 
the kitchen space organized and running smooth with 
an array of custom drawers that combine great looks with 
great design.

The adjustable pegboard drawer is 
perfect for storing all your hard-to-place
accessories, turning your ordinary drawer
into the ultimate storage solution.

wastebasket
drawer
This special feature drawer that will fit your
plastic lining and will keep your bathroom
or kitchen clean and organized. 

“CCF’s product enhances our cabinetry
in quality, detail and craftsmanship.
We have received several compliments
from our customers on CCF’s personal
touch of “branding” our logo on the
inside of each drawer.  As if all of that
wasn’t enough, their turnaround time
and prices are excellent!”

Jay Taylor
Taylor Made Custom Cabinetry, Inc.

Palmyra, NJ

K-cup drawer
Transform your  K-cup storage counter or cabinet
into a clean and well organized area, freeing up
your counter space.

adjustable
drawer
The dovetailed adjustable cutlery 
drawer let’s you divide your drawers 
for all your changing needs.

double deck
The dovetailed double deck drawer 
can be customized to your specific 
needs and it doubles your space.

trash can & bag drawer
Don’t go far to replace your trash bag
with this easy access addition, have all
your disposal needs in one drawer.
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